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First-principles investigations of orbital magnetic moments and electronic structures of the double
perovskites Sr2FeMoO6, Sr2FeReO6, and Sr2CrWO 6
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The electronic structures and magnetic properties of double perovskites Sr2FeMoO6 , Sr2FeReO6 , and
Sr2CrWO6 have been studied by using the full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital method within the local-spin-
density approximation~LSDA! and the generalized gradient approximation~GGA!. The on-site Coulomb
energyU has also been taken into account in both schemes (LSDA1U and GGA1U). The results predict a
half-metallic ferrimagnetic band structure with total spin magnetic moment of 4mB , 3mB , and 2mB per
formula unit for Sr2FeMoO6 , Sr2FeReO6 , and Sr2CrWO6 , respectively. By including the spin-orbit coupling
in the self-consistent calculations, we find that the 5d transition-metal atoms W and Re exhibit large un-
quenched orbital magnetic moments because of significant spin-orbit interaction in 5d orbitals. On the other
hand, in Fe and Cr 3d and Mo 4d orbitals, the orbital moments are all quenched even though the on-site
Coulomb energyU is taken into account. This is in strong contrast to the enhanced large 3d orbital moments
in CoO and NiO but similar to the quenched orbital moment in CrO2 .

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.094438 PACS number~s!: 31.15.Ar, 71.20.2b, 32.10.Dk
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I. INTRODUCTION

Double perovskites, discovered in the 1960s,1 are a broad
class of compounds with a chemical formula ofA2BB8O6,2

where A is an alkaline-earth-metal or rare-earth-metal i
and B and B8 are transition-metal ions. Recently, order
Sr2FeMoO6 ~Ref. 3! and Sr2FeReO6 ~Ref. 4! attract renewed
attention because of the intrinsic tunneling-type magneto
sistance found at room temperature. Band-structure calc
tions reveal that they are ferrimagnetic half-metals w
highly spin-polarized transport properties at the Fer
level.3,4 Both Curie temperatures are found to be fairly hi
(TC5415 and 401 K, respectively!, making them potentia
materials for industrial applications in magnetoresistive
vices as well as in spintronics at room temperature. Ap
from these extensively investigated iron-based double
ovskites, recently a chromium-based double perovs
Sr2CrWO6 has also been found to exhibit a large low-fie
magnetoresistance and a high Curie temperature of 390 K5 It
is therefore interesting to study comparatively the electro
structures and both spin and orbital magnetic moments
these materials.

Double perovskite (A2BB8O6) crystallizes in the rocksal
structure~Fig. 1! with alternate perovskite unitsABO3 and
AB8O3 along three crystallographical axes. The corners
each perovskite unit are in turn occupied by transition-me
atoms B and B8 with oxygen atoms located in betwee
forming alternateBO6 and B8O6 octahedra. The large
alkaline-earth-metal atomA occupies the body-centered si
with a 12-fold oxygen coordination in each unit. In the ion
model, the transition-metal ions are in the (BB8)81 valence
state. In Sr2FeMoO6 and Sr2FeReO6, where Fe31(3d5) are
in the high spin state ofS55/2 according to Hund’s rule
0163-1829/2003/67~9!/094438~7!/$20.00 67 0944
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Mo51(4d1) and Re51(5d2) are highly ionized with valence
spin states ofS5 1

2 andS51, respectively. The resultant tota
spin magnetic moments for the ferrimagnetic states are
4mB and 3mB per formula unit ~f.u.!, respectively. In
Sr2CrWO6, the valence configurations are Cr31(3d3) and
W51(5d1). Consequently, the total moment
2mB /Sr2CrWO6 for the ferrimagnetic ground state. The o
served saturation magnetizations for Sr2FeMoO6,
Sr2FeReO6, and Sr2CrWO6 are 4mB /f.u. at 10 K,6

2.7mB /f.u. at 4.2 K,4 and ;1mB /f.u. at low temperature,5

respectively. The smaller saturation magnetizations obse
in experiments are probably related to the mis-site-type
order of the transition-metal sites. Monte Carlo simulatio
also suggested that the mis-site defect could account for
reduction of magnetization.7

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of double perovskite. Big and sm
balls denote Sr and O, respectively. Middle light and middle d
balls denote the two different transition-metal atoms, respective
©2003 The American Physical Society38-1
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The ordered double perovskite Sr2FeMoO6 has been dem
onstrated to exhibit a ferrimagnetic half-metallic grou
state3 by using the ultrasoft pseudopotential method. It w
suggested that the antiferromagnetic superexchange int
tion between Fe 3d5 S5 5

2 and Mo 4d1 S5 1
2 spins would

produce a large ferrimagnetic magnetization.3 The Fermi
level falls in an energy gap in the majority spin, whereas
the minority spin, the hybridizedt2g bands of Fe 3d and Mo
4d orbitals at the Fermi energy give rise to the fully spi
polarized conductivity. Using the full-potential~FP! aug-
mented plane-wave method, the electronic structure
Sr2FeReO6 has also been found to be fairly similar to that
Sr2FeMoO6, indicating that the ferrimagnetic half-metalli
ground state is a generic feature for a broad class of
ordered double perovskite.4 With a combinedab initio and
model Hamiltonian approach, the strongly enhanced ef
tive exchange at Mo site due to the Fe(3d)-Mo(4d) hybrid-
ization was suggested to be responsible for the fundame
mechanism of the high Curie temperature in Sr2FeMoO6.8

Based on detailed electronic structure calculations using
local-spin-density approximation with on-site Coulomb e
ergy (LSDA1U) method,9 a more general idea was pro
posed that a nonmagnetic element located at the midpoin
neighboring high-spin 3d elements stabilizes the ferroma
netic coupling of the 3d elements.10 Electronic structures
from a full-potential linearly combined atomic-orbital ban
method also demonstrated that the half-metallic characte
not caused by direct Mo-Mo interactions but by indirect M
O-Fe-O-Mopdd-p couplings, which are simultaneously re
sponsible for their ferrimagnetic character.11 An x-ray ab-
sorption spectroscopy with linearly and circularly polariz
photons suggests that instead of the conventional dou
exchange mechanism, the delocalized Mo 4d spin density
over several sites gains a stronger antiferromagnetic coup
to the localized up spins at the Fe site, yielding a new ori
of the ferrimagnetic ground state for Sr2FeMoO6.12 On the
other hand, the frequently believed ferrimagnetic ha
metallic ground state was argued to be unstable becaus
the competition between the generalized double-excha
mechanism, operating in the hybridizedt2g bands of Fe 3d
and Mo 4d orbitals in the metallic minority-spin channe
and the strong antiferromagnetic superexchange interac
in the Fe sublattice, mediated by virtual electron hopp
into the unoccupied Mo 4d states.13 Possible mechanism
responsible for a stable magnetic ground state such as
spiral ordering, spin canting, breathing distortion, and dis
der, as well as antisite defects were also discussed in Ref

In this work we report systematic investigations on t
orbital contributions to the magnetic moments and on
electronic structures of the extensively studied Fe-ba
double perovskites Sr2FeMoO6 and Sr2FeReO6 and the
newly found Cr-based double perovskite Sr2CrWO6 ~Ref. 5!
within the LSDA and generalized gradient approximati
~GGA!. The on-site Coulomb energyU has also been take
into account in both schemes (LSDA1U and GGA1U) to
unravel the correlation effects of the localizedd orbitals on
the orbital magnetic moments as well as on the electro
structures. In the following section, we briefly summarize
computational details. The calculated orbital magnetic m
09443
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ments and electronic structures are discussed in detail in
III. The conclusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The relativistic all-electron full-potential linear muffin-tin
orbital method14 ~FP-LMTO! including the spin-orbit inter-
action was used to perform self-consistent band-struc
calculations within both the LSDA and LSDA1U
schemes.15 The Vosko-Wilk-Nusair parametrization16 and
also GGA17 for the exchange-correlation potential were us
in the calculations. For cubic~space groupFm3m, No. 225!
Sr2FeReO6 and Sr2CrWO6, we used the experimental lattic
parameters of 7.89 Å~Ref. 18! and 7.832 Å~Ref. 5!, respec-
tively. While for tetragonal Sr2FeMoO6 ~space group
I4/mmm, No. 139!, the lattice constants werea57.878 Å
and c/a51.001.3 The radii of the muffin-tin spheres for S
and O were 3.5a0 and 1.5a0 ~Bohr radius!, respectively.
While for transition-metal atoms~Fe, Cr, Mo, W, and Re!,
the radii of muffin-tin spheres were 2.0a0 . A single-k LMTO
basis set expanded in spherical harmonics up to angular
mentuml 56 was used for the valence-band charge densi
and potentials inside the nonoverlapping muffin-tin spher
While in the interstitial region, more than 14 500 plan
waves with energies up to 100 Ry were included in the c
culations. In band-structure~BS! and density of states~DOS!
calculations, 72 and 163k points were used for cubic
Sr2FeReO6 and Sr2CrWO6 and for tetragonal Sr2FeMoO6,
respectively. For the@001# direction of magnetization, in
which the spin-orbit coupling turned the two cubic syste
into tetragonal symmetry, the number ofk points used was
242 over the irreducible wedge of the tetragonal Brillou
zone. To explore the effects of the on-site Coulomb energU
on the electronic structures and the magnetic moments,
usedU of 4 eV ~Ref. 19! and 3 eV~Ref. 20! and exchange
interaction parameterJ of 0.89 eV~Ref. 9! and 0.87 eV~Ref.
20! for Fe and Cr, respectively, in the LSDA1U and GGA
1U calculations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 illustrates the DOS of Sr2FeMoO6 ~upper panel!,
Sr2FeReO6 ~middle panel!, and Sr2CrWO6 ~lower panel!
from GGA calculations. The obtained results of Sr2FeMoO6
and Sr2FeReO6 agree well with published works.3,4,10 In the
majority spin, the Fermi energy falls in an energy g
between the occupied Feeg bands and the unoccupie
Mo~Re! t2g bands. Since the energy gap in the majority sp
results from the antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe
Mo~Re!, it may be called an antiferromagnetic coupling g
in consistence with the mechanism proposed in Ref. 10
contrast, in the minority spin, the Fermi level lies in th
partially filled t2g bands of Fe 3d, Mo 4d ~Re 5d), and O
2p hybridized states. The spin states of Mo (S5 1

2 ) and
Re(S51) ions couple antiferromagnetically to the high-sp
states of Fe ions, resulting in a ferrimagnetic half-meta
ground state. The mechanism of the ferrimagnetic coup
is attributed to the Fe(t2g)-O(2pp)-Mo(Re)(t2g)
hybridization.11 Since the up-spin Fe 3d bands are nearly
8-2
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closed and the down-spin Fe 3d bands are partially occupied
only the down-spin Mo~Re! t2g orbital would hybridize with
the open down-spin Fet2g orbital for lowering the kinetic
energy.

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the DOS of Cr-bas
Sr2CrWO6 are different from the DOS of Fe-based com
pounds mentioned above. The O 2p bands are at a muc
lower bonding energy from 4 to 9 eV below the Fermi lev
whereas the higher antibonding 3d eg bands of Cr are lo-
cated at about 1 eV above the Fermi energy in the majo
spin. The stronger bonding-antibonding splitting results fr
the similar nearest-neighbor distances and relatively la
Cr 3d orbital as compared to those of Fe in Sr2FeMoO6 and
Sr2FeReO6. Similarly the octahedral ligand field splitting
~;2 eV! between the occupiedt2g and unoccupiedeg states
of Cr 3d bands are larger than those in Fe 3d bands. The
Fermi level thus falls in the crystal-field-splitting gap in th
majority spin. This is in contrast to the energy gap at
Fermi level between Fe 3d and Mo 4d ~Re 5d) bands in
Fe-based double perovskite Sr2FeMoO6 (Sr2FeReO6). In the
minority spin, the Fermi level lies in the partially filled Cr 3d
and W 5d hybridized t2g bands. The obtained exchang
splitting of ;2 eV in Cr 3d bands is smaller due to th
valence configuration Cr31(3d3) of less electrons and
weaker Hund’s coupling. Also the induced exchange splitt
in the W 5d orbital is smaller than that in Re 5d of
Sr2FeReO6. The magnetism of Sr2CrWO6 is similar to that
in Sr2FeMoO6 and Sr2FeReO6. The difference is that the
up-spin Crt2g band rather than the up-spin Fe 3d band is
filled. Only the down-spin Wt2g orbital would hybridize
with the open down-spin Crt2g orbital, yielding an antifer-

FIG. 2. Density of states of Sr2FeMoO6 ~upper panel!,
Sr2FeReO6 ~middle panel!, and Sr2CrWO6 ~lower panel! from the
GGA. The Fermi level is at zero energy.
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romagnetic coupling between Cr and W. The results indic
that in addition to the same ferrimagnetic ground stat
Sr2CrWO6 is a crystal-field-gap half-metal, wherea
Sr2FeMoO6 and Sr2FeReO6 are antiferromagnetic-coupling
gap half-metals.

Figures 3 and 4 show the valence charge~upper panels!
and spin~lower panels! density contours of Sr2FeMoO6 and
Sr2CrWO6, respectively, from the GGA. It can be seen
Fig. 3 that charge distributions at Fe sites are nearly sphe
because of nearly half-filled Fe 3d orbitals. Those Fe 3d
electrons that are more than half full have moved to oxyg
sites for stabilizing the ground state. Also, most of t
loosely bounded Mo 4d electrons with larger orbitals hav

FIG. 3. Valence charge~upper panel! and spin~lower panel!
densities of Sr2FeMoO6 from the GGA. In the upper panel, th
contours are along equal charge density lines from 0.015
0.065/a0

3 ~broken lines! with step 0.01/a0
3, and from 0.1 to 0.85/a0

3

~solid lines! with step 0.15/a0
3. In the lower panel, they are from

20.005 to20.03/a0
3 ~broken lines! with step20.005/a0

3, and from
0.01 to 0.16/a0

3 ~solid lines! with step 0.03/a0
3.
8-3
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HORNG-TAY JENG AND G. Y. GUO PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 094438 ~2003!
spread out, leaving the highly ionized Mo atoms. The oxyg
atoms with high electron affinities therefore attract the
electrons together with the itinerant Fe 4s and Mo 5s elec-
trons to form nearly closed O 2p shells with spherically
distributed charge densities. Note that the size of the ne
closed-shell oxygen ions are slightly larger than the size
iron ions with nearly half-filled 3d orbitals. The charge dis
tributions also show that there exists no direct interact
between two nearest Fe-Fe or Mo-Mo pairs, whereas al
each Fe-O-Mo-O-Fe chain, the hybridizations between
3d, O 2p, and Mo 4d orbitals are fairly significant.11 On the
other hand, the spin density distribution of Sr2FeMoO6
~lower panel of Fig. 3! also demonstrates that the spin m

FIG. 4. Valence charge~upper panel! and spin~lower panel!
densities of Sr2CrWO6 from the GGA. In the upper panel, the con
tours are along equal charge density lines from 0.015 to 0.06a0

3

~broken lines! with step 0.01/a0
3, and from 0.1 to 0.85/a0

3 ~solid
lines! with step 0.15/a0

3. In the lower panel, they are from20.005
to 20.03/a0

3 ~broken lines! with step20.005/a0
3, and from 0.01 to

0.16/a0
3 ~solid lines! with step 0.03/a0

3.
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ments of Fe and Mo are mainly localized at nuclear sites
are coupled antiferromagnetically. This is different from t
model proposed in Ref. 12 in which the Mo 4d spin densities
are delocalized over several sites. The roughly spherical
tributed positive spin densities at Fe sites indicate the ne
half-filled 3d orbitals. While the occupied Mo 4d orbital is
mainly composed of down-spint2g electrons. The charge an
spin density distributions in Sr2FeReO6 are basically the
same as those in Sr2FeMoO6, and are not shown here. As fo
Sr2CrWO6 ~Fig. 4!, the eg electrons of Cr 3d orbitals and
most of the W 5d electrons have moved to oxygen sit
forming O 2p closed shells. Only the 3d t2g orbitals of Cr
are occupied for lowering the ground-state energy. Furth
more, the hybridizations are still along the Cr-O-W-O-C
chain, and no direct interaction between Cr-Cr and W
pairs are found. The spin moments of Crt2g and W t2g are
mainly localized and couple antiferromagnetically as sho
in the lower panel of Fig. 4, resulting in a ferrimagnet.

Taking the on-site Coulomb interactionU into account,
the occupied Fe 3d and Crt2g bands in the majority spin are
drastically pushed downwards as shown in Fig. 5. Con
quently the energy gaps are strongly enhanced. Interestin
the unoccupied spin-up Creg , Mo 4d, and W~Re! 5d bands
remain more or less the same. In the minority spin, thed
t2g bands of Fe and Cr move upwards slightly, whereas
t2g bands of Mo 4d and W~Re! 5d orbitals are lowered
slightly. The antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe a
Mo~Re! and between Cr and W is thus strengthened. T
relative shifts in majority and minority spin bands induc
by the on-site Hubbard repulsionU therefore stabilize the
ferrimagnetic half-metallic ground states. Notably, electro

FIG. 5. Density of states of Sr2FeMoO6 ~upper panel!,
Sr2FeReO6 ~middle panel!, and Sr2CrWO6 ~lower panel! from
GGA1U. The Fermi level is at zero energy.
8-4
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FIRST-PRINCIPLES INVESTIGATIONS OF ORBITAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 094438 ~2003!
structures~BS and DOS! and magnetic moments~spin and
orbital moments as discussed below! of the three considered
double perovskites from the LSDA are basically similar
those from the GGA. Including the on-siteU in LSDA cal-
culations (LSDA1U) also yields similar band dispersion
and magnetic moments as those from GGA1U. In this
work, we have also calculated the theoretical lattice c
stants for these double perovskites by using LSDA a
GGA. Since GGA gives better lattice constants for the
double perovskites~;1% smaller than the experimental la
tice constants!, we present here the GGA and GGA1U re-
sults only. It has been demonstrated for Ba2FeMoO6 that the
LSDA1U calculation yields better agreement with expe
ment in the spectral peak positions than does the LS
calculation.21 However, during this work, we were not awa
of suitable experimental spectra to examine the correctn
of the obtained DOS from the GGA and from the GGA1U
for these Sr-based double perovskites.

The calculated spin and orbital magnetic moments fr
the GGA ~LSDA! and from the GGA1U (LSDA1U) for
Sr2FeMoO6, Sr2FeReO6, and Sr2CrWO6 are listed in Table
I. For the most extensively studied compound Sr2FeMoO6,
the GGA gives spin moments of 3.80 and20.33mB /atom
for Fe and Mo, respectively. The obtained moments ag
well with published results from first-principle
calculations.10 Also they are consistent with measured sp
moments of Sr2FeMoO6 ranging from 3.1 to 4.5mB /Fe and
from 0 to 20.5mB /Mo.22–27 Because of the diffusive 5s
valence configuration and the ionic behavior of the alkali
earth-metal element, the local moments of Sr ions are ne
gibly small. The spin moments on the oxygen ions are a
small due to the nearly closed 2p shells. The resultant tota
spin moment of the half-metallic ground state is 4.00mB /f.u.,
being consistent with that from the ionic viewpoint and fro
the experimental observation.6 On the other hand, the orbita

TABLE I. Spin and orbital magnetic moments (mB /atom) of
Sr2FeMoO6 , Sr2FeReO6 , and Sr2CrWO6 .

Sr2FeMoO6

Spin
Fe Mo

Orbital
Fe Mo

GGA 3.80 20.33 0.043 0.032
GGA1U 3.96 20.43 0.047 0.045
LSDA 3.74 20.28 0.047 0.028
LSDA1U 3.91 20.39 0.054 0.042

Sr2FeReO6 Fe Re Fe Re

GGA 3.81 20.85 0.070 0.23
GGA1U 3.98 20.96 0.066 0.27
LSDA 3.72 20.74 0.083 0.21
LSDA1U 3.91 20.85 0.077 0.26

Sr2CrWO6 Cr W Cr W

GGA 2.30 20.33 20.007 0.10
GGA1U 2.46 20.45 20.007 0.15
LSDA 2.20 20.27 20.017 0.08
LSDA1U 2.42 20.41 20.018 0.13
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magnetic moment of Fe 3d orbital is of the same sign as th
spin moment, indicating that the 3d orbital is over half-filled
in accordance with Hund’s rule. Due to the octahedral liga
field, the orbital moment is only 0.043mB /Fe. In the highly
ionized Mo51(4d1) state, as a consequence of Hund’s ru
the orbital moment aligns antiparallel to the spin mome
The orbital moment of 0.032mB /Mo is rather small in spite
of the stronger spin-orbit interaction in the 4d orbital. This
results from the larger size of the 4d orbital and thus the
enhanced crystal field. For Sr 5s and O 2p orbitals, the
orbital moments are negligibly small.

In Sr2FeReO6 ~Table I!, the spin moment of Fe from the
GGA is similar to that in Sr2FeMoO6, while the orbital mo-
ment is larger. The alignments of spin and orbital moment
Sr2FeReO6 are the same as those in Sr2FeMoO6. Because of
the additional 5d electron of Re, the induced spin moment
20.85mB /Re is much larger than that of Mo, resulting in
smaller total spin moment of 3.00mB /f.u. Remarkably, even
in GGA calculations, Re exhibits large unquenched orb
moment of 0.23mB /atom due to strong spin-orbit coupling i
5d orbital. This is in contrast to the well-known trend th
the LSDA and GGA usually give quenched orbital mome
for transition-metal oxides.28 The overestimated quenchin
effect results from the spurious self-interaction presented
the LSDA and GGA.29 As a result, the LSDA and GGA give
more diffusived orbitals accompanied by stronger cryst
fields. The spurious self-interaction in the LSDA and GG
also causes an evenly distributed occupation among the
fold d orbitals for lowering the Coulomb energy. The stron
spin-orbit coupling of 5d orbital is about 4 times larger tha
that of 3d orbital. As a result, the LSDA and GGA give larg
unquenched orbital moments for Re in spite of the spuri
self-interaction.

Due to the valence configuration Cr31(3d3) of fewer
electrons, the spin moment of 2.30mB /Cr in Sr2CrWO6 from
the GGA is much smaller than those in the Fe-based dou
perovskites ~Table I!. The induced spin moment o
20.33mB /W is the same as that of Mo and much smal
than that of Re. The resultant total spin moment is o
2.00mB /Sr2CrWO6. On the other hand, the orbital mome
of 20.007mB /Cr is almost fully quenched. This could b
understood as a consequence of stronger ligand field ca
by the relatively larger size of the Cr 3d orbital as compared
with the Fe 3d orbital. Consistent with Hund’s rule for a C
3d orbital less than half-full, the orientation of the orbit
moment is antiparallel to the spin moment. For tungsten,
orbital size and crystal field, as well as the spin-orbit co
pling strength, are similar to those of Re. The orbital mom
per electron is therefore expected to be similar to that of
Due to fewer valence 5d electrons and down-spin occupa
cies~a half of Re from ionic viewpoint!, the obtained orbital
moment of 0.10mB /W is about a half of that of Re.

Taking the on-site Coulomb energyU into account
(GGA1U), the spin moments of all the transition-metal a
oms are, as expected, enhanced due to charge localiz
and enhanced exchange integral~Table I!. In general, the
on-siteU slightly enhances the orbital moments of transitio
metal ions in double perovskites because of stronger orb
8-5
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HORNG-TAY JENG AND G. Y. GUO PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 094438 ~2003!
polarization ind orbitals. However, the orbital moment of F
in Sr2FeReO6 is suppressed by the Hubbard repulsionU. The
reduction of the Fe 3d orbital moment indicates a 3d orbital
closer to half full of zero orbital moment in accordance w
the Hund’s rule. Note that the orbital moments of 3d ions Fe
and Cr are all quenched in GGA1U calculations. This is in
strong contrast to the large unquenched orbital moment
Co and Ni ions in CoO~Ref. 28! and NiO~Ref. 30!, respec-
tively, but similar to the quenched orbital moment of Cr
CrO2 ~Ref. 31!. The quenched orbital moment of Fe
double perovskites is partly due to the nearly half-filled
3d orbital and partly due to the shorter Fe-O distance
;3.7a0 as compared with that of (3.9– 4.1)a0 in FeO, CoO,
and NiO. As for Cr, due to the more itinerant character of
Cr 3d orbital, the orbital moment is quenched even thou
the on-site Coulomb repulsionU is included.31 On the other
hand, the unquenched large orbital moment of Re from
GGA is further enhanced by on-siteU. This is also the case
in the 5d element W in Sr2CrWO6.

It has been observed that relative to LSDA results,
GGA gives slightly larger spin moments while slight
smaller orbital moments for half-metallic 3d transition-metal
oxides CrO2.31 For the three double perovskites studied
this work, similar trends are also observed in 3d elements Fe
and Cr ~Table I!. In contrast, for 4d elements Mo and 5d
ions Re and W, the magnitude of both the spin and orb
moments are enhanced by the GGA. Since no consensu
the measured spin moment have been obtained,22–27and also
to our knowledge, no orbital moment has been measure
is still an open question which approximation gives a be
description for these double perovskites. Future meas
ments would clarify this issue.

To unravel the origin of the large orbital magnetic m
ments in Sr2FeReO6 and Sr2CrWO6, we calculated the oc
cupation numbers ofd orbitals projected onto different mag
netic orbitals~m! for @001# magnetization. The occupatio
numbers in both spins of Fe 3d orbitals from the GGA as
well as from GGA1U are distributed evenly among the fiv
magnetic orbitals and thus contribute to orbital moments
significantly. For both spins of Cr 3d orbitals, the occupation
numbers in umu52 and in umu51 magnetic orbitals are
nearly equal, separately. Consequently the orbital mom
in Cr are quenched. These paired occupancies are attrib
to the strong octahedral ligand field and the fewer vale
electrons in Cr 3d orbitals. On the other hand, due to th
strong spin-orbit couplings in 5d orbitals of Re and W with
heavier nuclei, the down-spin occupancies are not eve
distributed among the fivefold magnetic orbitals. It can
seen in Table II that even from the GGA, the differences
occupation numbers of down-spinumu51 andumu52 states
of Re 5d orbitals are 0.16e and 0.08e, respectively. As a
result, the Re 5d orbital down-spin states are highly pola
ized in spite of the octahedral ligand field, leading to a la
unquenched orbital magnetic moment~Table I!. Taking the
on-siteU into account (GGA1U), the orbital polarizations
in Re- and W 5d orbitals are further enhanced. As shown
Table II, there is a strong tendency to occupy them51 mag-
netic orbitals in Re and W 5d states. Such a tendency
attributed to the competition between the spin-orbit inter
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tion, which favors larger positivem orbitals for down-spin
electrons, and the octahedral crystal field, which lowers
energies oft2g (umu51) states. Figure 6 illustrates the radi
charge density distributions of down-spin Re 5d ~upper pan-
els! and of down-spin W 5d ~lower panels! orbitals from the
GGA ~left panels! and from the GGA1U ~right panels!. In
all cases shown here, them51 magnetic orbitals are of the
lowest combined spin-orbit and crystal-field energies and
thus the most preferable states. The occupancies inm52
orbitals of lower spin-orbit energies and inm521 orbitals
of lower crystal-field energies are about the same, wher
m50 states are of the lowest occupancies. The on-siteU

FIG. 6. Magnetic-orbital-decomposed charge densities of Red
and W 5d spin-down orbitals in Sr2FeReO6 ~upper panels! and
Sr2CrWO6 ~lower panels!, respectively.

TABLE II. Magnetic-orbital-decomposed occupation numb
~e! of Re and W 5d orbitals for@001# magnetization in Sr2FeReO6

and Sr2CrWO6 .

m522 m521 m50 m51 m52

Re↑ GGA 0.27 0.21 0.28 0.20 0.22
Re↑ GGA1U 0.26 0.20 0.27 0.19 0.21
Re↓ GGA 0.35 0.42 0.26 0.58 0.43
Re↓ GGA1U 0.36 0.43 0.26 0.61 0.45
W↑ GGA 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.15 0.15
W↑ GGA1U 0.17 0.14 0.18 0.13 0.14
W↓ GGA 0.20 0.22 0.18 0.30 0.24
W↓ GGA1U 0.21 0.23 0.18 0.34 0.25
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enhances the differences between the fivefold magnetic
bitals and thus leads to stronger orbital polarizations
larger orbital magnetic moments for Re and W 5d orbitals.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have systematically investigated the electronic str
tures and magnetic properties of double perovsk
Sr2FeMoO6, Sr2FeReO6, and Sr2CrWO6 by using the FP-
LMTO method including spin-orbit interaction within th
GGA, GGA1U, and also within the LSDA counterpart
The results demonstrate that the Fe-based double perovs
exhibit antiferromagnetic-coupling gaps, while the Cr-bas
double perovskite exhibits a crystal-field-splitting gap in t
majority spin. In the meantime, the Fermi level lies in t
minority-spint2g bands of hybridizedd orbitals of transition-
metal ions, resulting in a fully spin-polarized conductivit
The band gaps in the majority spins are dramatically
hanced by the on-site Coulomb energyU. On the other hand
p-
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L.

pp
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S.

. B
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the total spin moments of these compounds in ferrimagn
half-metallic ground states are found to be 4, 3, a
2mB /f.u., respectively. The obtained spin moments are co
patible with observed moments. The orbital moments ofd
elements Fe and Cr and of the 4d ion Mo are all quenched
even though the on-site Coulomb energyU is taken into
account. In contrast, the 5d ions W and Re exhibit large
unquenched orbital moments even from the GGA and LSD
The origin of the large orbital moments is attributed to t
competition between the octahedral ligand field and
strong spin-orbit coupling in the 5d orbitals. Future experi-
ments on spectra and magnetic moments would clarify
importance ofU on these materials.
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